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(54) Multi-beam receiving apparatus

(57) In a multi-beam receiving apparatus, radio re-

ceiving sections receive radio signals through antenna

elements. Correlators calculate code correlation values

of desired wave signals contained in reception signals

output from the radio receiving sections. Each first beam
formation device fomis a beam on the basis of all out-

puts from the correlators. Delay profile estimation sec-

tions individually generate delay profiles on the basts of

the outputs from the first beam fomnation devices. A de-

tector detects, on the basis of the outputs from the delay

profile estimation sections, a reception timing of a mul-

tipath fomned from the beams. Demodulators demodu-
late all the reception signals output from the radio re-

ceiving sections at the detected reception timing. Each
second beam formation device forms a beam on the ba-
sis of all demodulation outputs from the demodulator. A
synthesizer synthesizes the outputs from the second
beam formation devices after weighting. A beam weight
control section weights, by a beam weight, the output

from each correlator for each first beam fomnation de-

vice and weights, by a beam weight, the output from
each demodulator for each second beam formation de-
vice.
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EP1 161 001 A2

Description

Background of the Invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a base station in a mobile communication system using a direct spread CDMA
(Code Division Multiple Access) and, more particularly, to a multi-beam receiving apparatus In the base station, which
receives a radio signal from a mobile station.

[0002] Fig. 7 shows a sector receiving apparatus for receiving a radio signal corresponding to one user In the base
station of a CDMA mobile communication system using a conventional sector antenna. Referring to Fig. 7, to receive
a radio signal of one sector corresponding to one user, normally, diversity reception using two antennas 501 ^ and 501 g
is perfonned. Signals received by the antennas 501 ^ and SOIg are frequency-converted into intennediate frequencies
by radio receiving sections 502^ and 5022, respectively, and then, subjected to automatic gain amplification. The am-
plified reception signals are further detected to the baseband signals of l/Q channels by the radio receiving sections

502i and 5022 using quadrature detection and then converted into digital signals by an A/D converter. The outputs
from the radio receiving sections 502^ and 5022 ^^e sent to a searcher section 500 and finger section 510,

[0003] In the searcher section 500, the code correlation values of desired wave signals contained in the reception
signals are calculated by con-elators 503^ and SOSg, and delay profiles are generated by delay profile estimation sec-
tions 504^ and 5042 °" ^^sis of the calculation results. A path detection circuit 505 detects the reception timings
of the multipath signals from the generated delay profiles (the maximum number of detected paths equals the number
of demodulators 51 1 in the finger section 51 0) and notifies the finger section 51 0 of the detected reception timings as
a reception timing notification signal E.

[0004] The finger section 510 despreads the signals from the radio receiving sections 502^ and 5022 "^ing the
reception timing notification signal E and antenna number notification signal F output from the path detection circuit

505. That is, an antenna is selected in accordance with the antenna number notification signal F, and each path is

despread at a timing notified by the reception timing notification signal E. The despread signals are synthesized by a
maximum ratio synthesizer 51 2 and sent to a decoding circuit 520.

[0005] As the antennas 501 ^ and 501 2, sector antennas shown in Fig. 8 are used. A sector antenna is dedicated to
one of a plurality of sectors obtained by dividing the periphery (cell) of 360*. When a cell is divided into sectors, any
interference waves that arrive from mobile stations outside a sector can be removed, and interference with the mobile

30 stations outside the sector can be reduced.

[0006] However, when the cell is divided into a plurality of sectors, an arriving wave from a mobile station 602 of a
certain user in a single sector becomes an interference wave for the desired wave of another mobile station 601, as
shown in Fig. 8. Such an interference wave decreases the radio channel capacity and also degrades the transmission
quality.

35 [0007] For this reason, when the number of sectors is increased in order to improve the quality and increase the
capacity of such a mobile communication system, the number of times of hand-over between the sectors increases
along with the increase in number of sectors. This decreases the radio channel capacity. Additionally, since the increase
in the number of sectors directly results in an increase in the number of antennas or receivers, the scale and cost of
the system increase.

40

Summary of the Invention

[0008]-; It is an object of the present invention to provide a multi-beam receiving apparatus which allows a high quality
and large capacity in a mobile communication system without decreasing the radio channel capacity or increasing the

^5 scale and cost.

[0009] In order to achieve the above object, according to the present invention, there is provided a multi-beam re-
ceiving apparatus comprising a plurality of antenna elements, a plurality of radio receiving means for receiving radio
signals through the antenna elements, respectively, a plurality of correlation means for calculating code correlation
values of desired wave signals contained in reception signals output from the radio receiving means, a plurality of first

beam fonmation means for individually fomaing beams on the basis of all outputs from the correlation means, a plurality

of delay profile means for individually generating delay profiles on the basis of outputs from the first beam formation
means, detection means for detecting, on the basis of outputs from the delay profile means, a reception timing of a
multipath formed from the beams formed by the first beam formation means, a plurality of demodulation means for
demodulating all the reception signals output from the radio receiving means at the reception timing detected by the
detection means, a plurality of second beam formation means for individually forming beams on the basis of all de-
modulation outputs from the demodulation means, synthesis means for synthesizing outputs from the second beam
fomnatlon means after weighting, and beam weight control means for weighting, by a beam weight, each output from
the correlation means for each of the first beam fonnatlon means and weighting, by a beam weight, each output from
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the demodulation means for each of the second beam fomnation means.

Brief Description of the Drawings

5 [0010]

Fig. 1 is a block diagram of a mutti-beam receiving apparatus according to the first embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig, 2 is a blocic diagram of a beam formation device shown in Fig. 1

;

10 Fig. 3 is a graph showing the characteristics of beams received by the multi-beam receiving apparatus;

Fig. 4 is a block diagram of a multi-beam receiving apparatus according to the second embodiment of the present
invention;

Fig. 5 is a view showing the beam reception situation in the multi-beam receiving apparatus;

Fig. 6 Is a block diagram of a radio receiving section shown in Fig. 1

;

^5 Fig. 7 is a block diagram of a conventional multi-beam receiving apparatus; and

Fig. 8 is a view showing the beam reception situation in the conventional multi-beam receiving apparatus.

Description of the Preferred Embodiments

20 [0011] The present invention will be described below in detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0012] Fig. 1 shows a multi-beam receiving apparatus according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

The multi-beam receiving apparatus of this embodiment is the receiving apparatus of a mobile communication system
using the direct spread CDMA scheme and implements a multi-beam system which forms a plurality of beams using
an array antenna having a plurality of antenna efements.

25 [0013] Fig. 1 shows the receiving apparatus of a fixed multi-beam system for generating four beams. The multi-beam
receiving apparatus of this embodiment comprises n antenna elements 101^ to 101^, n radio receiving sections 102^
to 102n for converting RF (Radio Frequency) signals received by the antenna elements 101^ to 1 01 „ into digital base-
band signals, a searcher section 100 for detecting the position (timing) of a path for each beam, a finger section 110
for performing despreading at the timing detected by the searcher section 100 and then perfomning maximum ratio

30 synthesis, and a beam weight control section 1 1 4 for setting a predetermined beam weight (complex weight) for each
signal.

[0014] The searcher section 100 comprises n correlators 103^ to 103^ for receiving the outputs from the radio re-

ceiving sections 1 02^ to 1 02^, respectively, beam fomnation devices 1 04^ to 1 044 an-anged in number equal to that of

beams (four beams) to be generated, delay profile estimation sections 1 05^ to 1 05^ for receiving the outputs from the
35 beam fomiation devices 1 04^ to 1 044, respectively, and a path detection circuit 1 06 for receiving the outputs from the

delay profile estimation sections 1 05-, to 1 05^ and outputting a reception timing notification signal A and beam number
notification signal B to the finger section 110.

[0015] The finger section 110 comprises demodulators 111 ^ to III4 which are provided in number equal to that of

beams and commonly receive all the outputs from the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102n, beam formation devices
40 1 12-, to 1124 for receiving the outputs from the demodulators 111 1 to III4, and a maximum ratio synthesizer 113 for

receiving the outputs from the beam formation devices 112^ to II24 and outputting a maximum ratio synthesis signal

to a decoding circuit 120. The reception timing notification signal A and beam number notification signal B are input to

the demodulators 111^ to 11l4and beam fomiation devices 11 2-, to 11 24.

[001 6J As described above, in th is embodiment, the beam fomiation devices 1 04^ to1 044 and 1 1 2^ to 1 1 24 are added
45 to the searcher section and finger section of the conventional receiving apparatus shown in Fig. 7, and the beam weight

control section 114 for setting a beam weight for each beam formation device is commonly provided for the beam
formation devices 104^ to IO44 of the searcher section 100 and the beam fomiation devices 11 2^ to 11 24 of the finger

section 110.

[0017] The beam formation devices 104^ to I044 of the searcher section 100 are provided in number equal to that
50 of beams to be generated, and each of the beam formation devices 104^ to 1044 receives the correlation values of

input signals from all the antenna elements 1 0 1 ^ to 1 01 The beam formation devices 1 1 2^ to 1 1 24 of the finger section

110 are provided in number equal to that of demodulators 111 ^ to III4, and the outputs from the demodulators 11 1^
to 11l4are input to the beam fomiation devices 112^ to 11 24, respectively. Each beam formation devices 104^ to I044
and 112., to 1124 generates a beam by multiplying the input l/Q correlation value by a beam weight set by the beam

55 weight control section 1 1 4.

[0018] Fig. 2 shows the arrangement of each of the beam fomiation devices 104^ to 1044and 112^ to II24 included
In the searcher section 100 and finger section 110. Each beam fonmation device comprises (4 x n) multipliers 201 a
and 201 b, (2 X n) adders 202, and two accuniulalors 203 for adding and synthesizing n l/Q outputs in order to calculate

3
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a complex product sum for the n antenna elements.

[0019] The operation of the multi-beam receiving apparatus having the above arrangement will be described next,

[0020] RF signals received by the antenna elements 101^ to 101^ are sent to the corresponding radio receiving

sections 102, to 102^, respectively. In each of the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^, the received RF signal is

5 frequency-converted into an intemnediate frequency by a frequency conversion section 11 and the intennediate fre-

quency signal Is amplified by an automatic gain amplifier 12. The signal is detected to the baseband signal of an l/Q

channel by an orthogonal detector 13 using quadrature detection, converted into a digital signal by an A/D converter

14, and output.

[0021] The outputs from the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^ are sent to the searcher section 100 and finger

10 section 110. Upon receiving the output signals from the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^, the correlators 103^ to

1 03^, of the searcher section 1 00 calculate the code correlation values of desired wave signals contained in the reception

signals and output the code correlation values. The n outputs from the con-elators 103^ to 103^ are commonly sent to

the beam formation devices 104^ to IO44. In the beam formation devices 104^ to IO44, the values are weighted by
beam weight. The beam weight for each of the beam fonnation devices 104i to IO44 is preset by the beam weight

'5 control section 114.

[0022] Fig. 2 shows details of each of the beam fomnation devices 104^ to IO44 of the searcher section. Referring

to Fig..2, each of the beam fomriation devices 104^ to IO44 comprises a pair of first multipliers 201a for multiplying the

l/Q signal input for each antenna by a beam weight l(m,n), a pair of second multipliers 201b for multiplying the l/Q

signal input for each antenna by a beam weight Q(m,n), a pair of adders 202 for adding the l/Q outputs from the first

20 multipliers 201 a and the Q/l outputs from the second multipliers 201 b, and a pair of accumulators 203 for adding and
synthesizing the l/Q outputs from the adders 202 for the respective antenna elements.

[0023] In each of the beam fonnation devices 1 04^ to 1 044 having the above arrangement, arithmetic operations are
pertomned using the multipliers 201 a and 201 b and the adders 202 between a beam weight w{m ,n) including the beam
weights t/Q{m,n) and the code correlation values of the desired wave signals (l/Q) received by the antenna elements

25 1 01 ^ to 1 01 n and calculated for the correlators 1 03^ to 1 03^. The obtained calculation results for the antenna elements
101^ to 101^ are output to the accumulators 203 and added and synthesized.

[0024] The beam weight w{m,n) is given by

30 w(m,n) = exp{jx27c(m -
1) (n - 1)/s + jn (n - 1)/t} (1)

where m is the beam number (number of beam fonnation device), n is the antenna element number, s is the number
of beams, and t is the number of antenna elements.

[0025] For example, when four beams are to be generated using four antenna elements, equation (1 ) can be rewritten
35 to

w(m,n) = exp{jx27c(m - 1) (n - 1) / 4 + j7c(n - 1)/4} (2)

40 For example, in the beam fonnation device with the beam number m = 1 , the beam weight w(m,n) to be multiplied by
the signal from the antenna element with the antenna element number n = 1 can be obtained by substituting "1" Into

m and n of equation (2).

[00261 When the correlation value outputs from the antenna elements 1 01 ^ to 1 01 „ are multiplied by the beam weights
by thebeam formation devices 1 04^ to IO44 of the searcher section 1 00 and then synthesized, the phase between the

45 outputs from the antenna elements 1 01 ^ to 1 01 ^ is corrected. Each of the beam formation devices 1 04^ to 1 044 of the
searcher section 1 00 generates one beam in accordance with the l/Q output and outputs the generated beam to a
corresponding one of the delay profile estimation sections lOS^ to IO54.

[0027] Fig. 3 shows the beam patterns of four beams individually output from the beam formation devices 104^ to

1044 of the searcher section 100. Refening to Fig. 4, beams a to d are output from the beam formation devices 104.
50 to 1044.

[0028] On the basis of the beams a to d output from the beam fonnation.devices 1 04, to 1 044 of the searcher section

100, the delay profile estimation sections 105, to 1064 generate delay profiles and output the profiles to the path
detection circuit 106. The path detection circuit 106 detects an effective path from the delay profiles of the respective

beams and sends to the finger section 110 the reception timing notification signal A and beam number notification

55 signal B, which represent the timing and beam number

[0029] As described above, the finger section 11 0 has the plurality of demodulators 1 11 , to 1 11 4, and one demodulator
is assigned to one path (reception timing). One demodulator receives all the digital baseband signals from the antenna
elements 101 , to 101 „ and demodulates the digital baseband signals at the timing Indicated by the reception timing
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notification signal A. The outputs from the demodulators 111^ to 111 4 are output to the beam formation devices 112^

to 1124, multiplied by beam weights by the beam fonnation devices 112^ to 11 24, and added and synthesized.

[0030] The beam fonnation devices 1 1 2^ to 1 1 24 of the finger section 1 1 0 have the same arrangement as that of the

beam formation devices 104^ to IO44 of the searcher section 100 shown in Fig. 2. As a beam weight to be multiplied,

5 a value calculated using equation (1 ) in accordance with the beam number of the path notified by the path detection

circuit 106 is obtained from the beam weight control section 114. The signals obtained by addition and synthesis by

the beam formation devices 1 1 2^ to 11 24 are sent to the maximum ratio synthesizer 113. The maximum ratio synthesizer

113 weights the output signals from the beam fonnation devices 112^ to II24 on the basis of a preset degree of con-

fidence. The weighted output signals are synthesized and output to the decoding circuit 120.

10 [0031] As described above, in this embodiment, the conventional sector is divided into the plurality of beams a, b,

c, and d as shown in Fig. 5, and the respective beams are weighted such that the peak position of a certain beam~has
the null points of the remaining beams, as shown in Fig. 3. That is, referring to Fig. 3, null points 0 of the beams b, c,

and d are located at a peak position a1 of the beam a, null points r of the beams a, c, and d are located at a peak
position b1 of the beam b, null points p of the beams a, b, and d are located at a peak position c1 of the beam c, and

'5 null points q of the beams a, b, and c are located at a peak position d1 of the beam d.

[0032] Even in a single sector, when a signal of another beam is received, interference from another user can be
eliminated. In addition, when a signal is transmitted in the direction of a beam of the maximum reception level, Inter-

ference in transmission from the base station to the mobile station can also be reduced. When such a multi-beam

receiving apparatus is used in the mobile communication system, the conventional problems in the multiple sectors
20 can be solved, and a system with a higher quality and larger capacity than those of the conventional system can be

implemented.

[0033] In the multi-beam system, the beams need not be adaptively controlled. Hence, the beam weight set by the

beam weight control section 114 is originally a constant. However, in the system using an array antenna, generally,

the variation amounts containing phase variations and amplitude variations in the respective radio receiving sections

25 individually differ due to the element delay characteristic and amplitude characteristic of the amplifier and filter as the

components of the radio receiving section or change due to a variation In temperature or degradation over time. For
this reason, when the beam weight calculated from equation (1) is merely used as a constant, the beam pattern gen-
erated by the beam formation device may be different from the expected beam pattern.

[0034] Hence, a demand has arisen for output of a desired beam pattern even when the variation amount of the
30 radio receiving section connected to each antenna element varies.

[0035] Fig. 4 shows a multi-beam receiving apparatus according to the second embodiment of the present invention.

In the second embodiment, a calibration device 1 15 for sending to radio receiving sections 1 02^ to 102^ a calibration

signal substantially in the same frequency band as that of a spread signal used for spectrum spread communication
is added to the first embodiment shown in Fig. 1

.

35 [0036] As shown in Fig. 4, the calibration device 1 1 5 transmits a calibration signal D to all the radio receiving sections

102^ to 102n, extracts the outputs from the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^, and compares the outputs. The
calibration device 115 calculates a calibration coefficient C for each of antenna elements 1 01 ^ to 101 „ in accordance
with the comparison result and notifies a beam weight control section 1 14 of the calculated calibration coefficient C at

a predetennined period (calibration cycle).

40 [0037] The beam weight control section 1 1 4 multiplies a complex weight calculated by equation (1 ) by the calibration

coefficient C received from the calibration device 115 to update the beam weight. The calibration coefficient is a cor-

rection value for correcting the variation in variation amount of the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^ corresponding
to the antenna elements 1 01 , to 1 01 and a complex value containing phase infomnation and amplitude information.

[0038| As described above, in the second embodiment, the beam weights are updated every calibration cycle using

the calibration coefficient C that is calculated by the calibration device 11 5 for the radio receiving sections 1 02^ to 1 02^.
Consequently, the variation between the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102^ is compensated simultaneously with

beam formation, so a desired beam can be accurately output.

[0039] As has been described above, according to the present invention, one sector of a cell can be divided into a
plurality of beams and communicated. In addition, interference from another user with the communication signal of

50 each beam can be reduced. As a result, when the multi-beam receiving apparatus of the present invention is applied

to the base station of a mobile communication system, interference from another mobile station can be eliminated

without dividing a cell into a larger number of sectors, and any increase in the number of times of hand-over between
the sectors can be suppressed. Hence, a system having a higher quality and larger capacity can be implemented
without decreasing the radio channel capacity or increasing the scale and cost.

55 [0040] In addition, the beam weight is updated on the basis of a calibration coefficient calculated at a predetermined
period. For this reason, even when the variation amount of each radio receiving section varies, the variation can be
compensated, and a desired beam can be accurately fonned.

5
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Claims

1 . A multi-beam receiving apparatus characterized by comprising:

a plurality of antenna elements (101^ - 101 J;
a plurality of radio receiving means (102i

- 102J for receiving radio signals through said antenna elements,
respectively;

a plurality of correlation means (103^ - 103^) for calculating code congelation values of desired wave signals
contained in reception signals output from said radio receiving means;
a plurality of first beam formation means (1 04^ - 1 044) for individually fonning beams on the basis of all outputs
from said correlation means;

a plurality of delay profile means (1 05^ -

1

05^) for individually generating delay profiles on the basis of outputs
from said first beam formation means;

detection means (1 06) for detecting, on the basis of outputs from said delay profile means, a reception timing
of a multipath formed from the beams formed by said first beam formation means;
a plurality of demodulation means (111 ^

- III4) for demodulating all the reception signals output from said
radio receiving means at the reception timing detected by said detection means;
a plurality of second beam fomnation means (112^-1124) for individually forming beams on the basis of all

demodulation outputs from said demodulation means;
synthesis means (113) for synthesizing outputs from said second beam formation means after weighting; and
beam weight control means (114) for weighting, by a beam weight, each output from said con-elation means
for each of said first beam fonmation means and weighting, by a beam weight, each output from said demod-
ulation means for each of said second beam fomiatlon means.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein said beam weight control means perfonns weighting by a beam weight
preset for each output from said correlation means and demodulation means.

3. An apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein

said apparatus further comprises calibration means (115) for calculating, at a predetermined period, a calibra-
tion coefficient used to correct a variation in variation amount including a phase and amplitude of the reception
output from said radio receiving means and notifying said beam weight control means of the calibration coef-
ficient, and

said beam weight control means sets the beam weight to be given to each output from said correlation means
and demodulation means on the basis of the notified calibration coefficient.

4. An apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein

said first beam fonnation means multiplies the code con-elation value of each desired wave signal calculated
for each of said correlation means by a corresponding beam weight set by said beam weight control means,
and adding and synthesizing products to form the beam, and
said second beam formation means multiplies a demodulation value of the reception signal for each radio
receiving means, which is output from said demodulation means, by a corresponding beam weight set by said
beam weight control means, and adding and synthesizing products to fonn the beam,

5. An apparatus according to claim 1 , wherein each of said radio receiving means comprises

a frequency conversion section (11 ) for frequency-converting a CDMA reception signal through a correspond-
ing one of said antenna elements into an intennediate frequency,

a quadrature detector (1 3) for detecting the intermediate frequency signal output from said frequency conver-
sion section to a baseband signal of l/Q channels by quadrature detection, and
an A/D converter (14) for converting an l/Q output from said quadrature detector into a digital signal.

6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein each of said first beam formation means comprises

a pair of first multipliers (201 a) each for multiplying the l/Q code correlation value of each desired wave signal
calculated for each of said correlation means by a first beam weight,

a pair of second multipliers (201 b) each for multiplying the l/Q code correlation value by a second beam weight.

6
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MULTI-BEAM RECEIVING APPARATUS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] The present invention relates to a base station in a

mobile communication system using a direct spread CDMA
(Code Division Multiple Access) and, more particularly, to

a multi-beam receiving apparatus in the base station, which

receives a radio signal from a mobile station.

[0002] FIG. 7 shows a sector receiving apparatus for

receiving a radio signal corresponding to one user in the base

station of a CDMA mobile communication system using a

conventional sector antenna. Referring to FIG. 7, to receive

a radio signal of one sector corresponding to one user,

normally, diversity reception using two antennas 501i and

501^ is performed. Signals received by the antennas 501 j and

5OI2 are frequency-converted into intermediate frequencies

by radio receiving sections 502 j and 5022, respectively, and

then, subjected to automatic gain amplification. The ampli-

fied reception signals are further detected to the baseband

signals of I/Q channels by the radio receiving sections 502

^

and 5022 using quadrature detection and then converted into

digital signals by an A/D converter. The outputs from the

radio receiving sections 502 ^ and 5022 are sent to a searcher

section 500 and finger section 510.

[0003] In the searcher section 500, the code correlation

values of desired wave signals contained in the reception

signals are calculated by correlators 503^ and 5032, ^i^^l

delay profiles are generated by delay profile estimation

sections 504^ and 5042 0° bisis of the calculation results.

A path detection circuit 505 detects the reception timings of

the multipath signals from the generated delay profiles (the

maximum number of delected paths equals the number of

demodulators 511 in the finger section 510) and notifies the

finger section 510 of the detected reception timings as a

reception timing notification signal E.

[0004] The finger section 510 despreads the signals from
the radio receiving sections 502 ^ and 5022 ^ing the recep-

tion timing notification signal E and antenna number noti-

fication signal F output from the path detection circuit 505.

That is, an antenna is selected in accordance with the

antenna number notification signal F, and each path is

despread at a timing notified by the reception timing noti-

fication signal E. The despread signals are synthesized by a

malximum ratio synthesizer 512 and sent to a decoding

circuit 520.

[0005] As the antennas 501^ and 5OI2, sector antennas

shown in FIG. S are used. A sector antenna is dedicated to

one of a plurality of sectors obtained by dividing the

periphery (cell) of 360°. When a cell is divided into sectors,

any interference waves that arrive from mobile stations

outside a sector can be removed, and interference with the

mobile stations outside the sector can be reduced.

[0O06] However, when the cell is divided into a plurality

of sectors, an arriving wave from a mobile station 602 of a

certain user in a single sector becomes an' interference wave
for the desired wave of another mobile station 601, as shown
in FIG. 8. Such an interference wave decreases the radio

channel capacity and also degrades the transmission quality.

[0007] For this reason, when the number of sectors is

increased in order to improve the quahty and increase the

capacity of such a mobile communication system, the num-

ber of times of hand-over between the sectors increases

along with the increase in number of sectors. This decreases

the radio channel capacity. Additionally, since the increase

in the number of sectors directly results in an increase in the

number of antennas or receivers, the scale and cost of the

system increase.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0008] It is an object of the present invention to provide a

multi-beam receiving apparatus which allows a high quality

and large capacity in a mobile communication system with-

out decreasing the radio channel capacity or increasing the

scale and cost.

-[0009] In order to achieve the above object, according to

the present invention, there is provided a multi-beam receiv-

ing apparams comprising a plurality of antenna elements, a

plurality of radio receiving means for receiving radio signals

through the antenna elements, respectively, a plurality of
correlation means for calculating code correlation values of
desired wave signals contained in reception signals output

from the radio receiving means, a plurality of first beam
formation means for individually fomaing beams on the

basis of all outputs from the correlation means, a plurality of
delay profile means for individually generating delay pro-
files on the basis of outputs from the first beam formation
means, detection means for detecting, on the basis of outputs
from the delay profile means, a reception timing of a

multipath formed from the beams formed by the first beam
formation means, a plurality of demodulation means for

demodulating all the reception signals output from the radio

receiving means at the reception timing detected by the

detection means, a plurality of second beam formation

means for individually forming beams on the basis of all

demodulation outputs from the demodulation means, syn-
thesis means for synthesizing outputs from the second beam
formation means after weighting, and beam weight control

means for weighting, by a beam weight, each output from
the correlation means for each of the first beam formation
means and weighting, by a beam weight, each output from
the demodulation means for each of the second beam
formation means.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] FIG, 1 is a block diagram of a multi-beam receiv-

ing apparatus according to the first embodiment of the

present invention;

[0011] FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a beam formation

device shown in FIG. 1;

[0012] FIG. 3 is a graph showing the characteristics of
beams received by the multi-beam receiving apparatus;

[0013] FIG. 4 is a block diagram of a multi-beam receiv-

ing apparatus according to the second embodiment of the

present invention;

[0014] FIG. 5 is a view showing the beam reception

situation in the multi-beam receiving apparatus;

[0015] FIG. 6 is a block diagram of a radio receiving

section shown in FIG. 1;

[0016] FIG. 7 is a block diagram of a conventional

multi-beam receiving apparatus; and
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[0017] FIG. 8 is a view showing the beam reception

situation in the conventional multi-beam receiving appara-

tus.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED
EMBODIMENTS

[0018] The present invention will be described below in

detail with reference to the accompanying drawings.

[0019] FIG. 1 shows a multi-beam receiving apparatus

according to the first embodiment of the present invention.

The multi-beam receiving apparatus of this embodiment is

the receiving apparatus of a mobile communication system

using the direct spread CDMA scheme and implements a

multi-beam system which forms a plurality of beams using

an array antenna having a plurality of antenna elements.

[0020] FIG. 1 shows the receiving apparatus of a fixed

multi-beam system for generating four beams. The multi-

beam receiving apparatus of this embodiment comprises n

antenna elements lOl^to 101„, n radio receiving sections

102^ to 102n for converting RF (Radio Frequency) signals

received by the antenna elements lOlj to lOl^ into digital

baseband signals, a searcher section 100 for detecting the

position (timing) of a path for each beam, a finger section

110 for performing despreading at the timing detected by the

searcher section 100 and then performing maximum ratio

synthesis, and a beam weight control section 114 for setting

a predetermined beam weight (complex weight) for each

signal.

[0021] The searcher section 100 comprises n correlators

103^ to 103„ for receiving the outputs from the radio receiv-

ing sections 102 j to 102„, respectively, beam formation

devices 104^ to 104^ arranged in number equal to that of

beams (four beams) to be generated, delay profile estimation

sections lOSj to IO54 for receiving the outputs from the

beam formation devices 104^ to IO44, respectively, and a

path detection circuit 106 for receiving the outputs from the

delay profile estimation sections 105 1 to IO54 and outputting

a reception timing notification signal A and beam number
notification signal B to the finger section 110.

[0022] The finger section 110 comprises demodulators

111^ to III4 which are provided in number equal to that of

beams and commonly receive all the outputs from the radio

receiving sections 102^ to 102„, beam formation devices

11^^ to 1124 for receiving the outputs from the demodulators

lllito III4, and a maximum ratio synthesizer 113 for

receiving the outputs from the beam formation devices 112

^

to 1124 and outputting a maximum ratio synthesis signal to

a decoding circuit 120. The reception timing notification

signal A and beam number notification signal B are input to

the demodulators Ul^ to lll4and beam formation devices

112^ to 1124.

[0023] As described above, in this embodiment, the beam
formation devices 104ito IO44 and 112, to II24 are added to

the searcher section and finger section of the conventional

receiving apparatus shown in FIG. 7, and the beam weight

control section 114 for setting a beam weight for each beam
formation device is commonly provided for the beam for-

mation devices 104^ to IO44 of the searcher section 100 and
the beam formation devices 112 ^ to II24 of the finger section

110.

[0024] The beam formation devices 104^ to IO44 of the

searcher section 100 are provided in number equal to that of

beams to be generated, and each of the beam formation

devices 104^ to IO44 receives the correlation values of input

signals from all the antenna elements lOlj to 101^. The
beam formation devices 112^ to II24 of the finger section

110 are provided in number equal to that of demodulators

lU^ to III4, and the outputs from the demodulators lUj to

III4 are input to the beam formation devices 112i to II24,

respectively. Each beam formation devices 104^ to IO44 and

112^ to 1124 generates a beam by multiplying the input I/Q

correlation value by a beam weight set by the beam weight
control section 114.

[0025] FIG. 2 shows the arrangement of each of the beam
formation devices 104^ to IO44 and 112^ to II24 included in

the searcher section 100 and finger section 110. Each beam
formation device comprises (4xn) multipliers 201fl and
201b, (2xn) adders 202, and two accumulators 203 for

adding and synthesizing n I/O outputs in order to calculate

a complex product sum for the n antenna elements.

[0026] The operation of the multi-beam receiving appara-
tus having the above arrangement will be described next.

[0027] RF signals received by the antenna elements lOlj
to 101 n are sent to the corresponding radio receiving sections

102i to 102„, respectively. In each of the radio receiving

sections 102^ to 102„, the received RF signal is frequency-

converted into an intermediate frequency by a frequency

conversion section 11 and the intermediate firequency signal

is amplified by an automatic gain amplifier 12. The signal is

detected to the baseband signal of an I/Q channel by an

orthogonal detector 13 using quadrature detection, con-
verted into a digital signal by an A/D converter 14, and
output.

[0028] The outputs from the radio receiving sections 102j
to 102n are sent to the searcher section 100 and finger section

110. Upon receiving the output signals from the radio

receiving sections 102^ to 102„, the correlators 103, to 103„
of the searcher section 100 calculate the code correlation

values of desired wave signals contained in the reception

signals and output the code correlation values. The n outputs
from the correlators 103^ to 103^ are commonly sent to the

beam formation devices 104j to IO44. In the beam formation
devices 104^ to IO44, the values are weighted by beam
weight. The beam weight for each of the beam formation

devices 104i to IO44 is preset by the beam weight control

section 114.

[0029] FIG. 2 shows details of each of the beam formation

devices 104i to IO44 of the searcher section. Referring to

FIG. 2, each of the beam formation devices 104^ to 104^
comprises a pair of first multipliers 201a for multiplying the

I/Q signal input for each antenna by a beam weight I(m,n),

a pair of second multipliers 2016 for multiplying the I/Q

signal input for each antenna by a beam weight Q(m,n), a

pair of adders 202 for adding the I/Q outputs from the first

multipliers lOia and the Q/I outputs from the second
multipliers 201fr, and a pair of accumulators 203 for adding
and synthesizing the I/Q outputs from the adders 202 for the

respective antenna elements.'

[0030] In each of the beam fonmation devices 104^ to IO44
having the above arrangement, arithmetic operations are

performed using the multipliers 201fl and 2016 and the

adders 202 between a beam weight w(m,n) including the

beam weights I/Q(m,n) and the code correlation values of
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the desired wave signals (I/Q) received by the antenna

elements 101^ to lOln and calculated for the correlators lOSj

to 103„. The obtained calculation results for the antenna

elements 101 ^ to 101 „ are output to the accumulators 203

and added and synthesized.

[0031] The beam weight w(m,n) is given by

>v(m,rt)-cxp {/•x2ji(m- 1) (n- 1 )/s+jn{n- 1)/'} (1)

[0032] where m is the beam number (number of beam
formation device), n is the antenna element number, s is the

number of beams, and t is the number of antenna elements.

[0033] For example, when four beams are to be generated

using four antenna elements, equation (1) can be rewritten to

w(m,n)-cxp{0'x2JtCm- 1) (n- l)/4+;ji(n- 1 )/4) (2)

[0034] For example, in the beam formation device with

the beam number m-1, the beam weight w(m,n) to be

multiplied by the signal from the antenna element with the

antenna element number n-1 can be obtained by substituting

"1" into m and n of equation (2).

[0035] When the correlation value outputs from the

antenna elements 101 j to 101„ are multiplied by the beam
weights by the beam fonnatioo devices 104^ to IO44 of the

searcher section 100 and then synthesized, the phase

between the outputs from the antenna elements lOl^j to 101„

is corrected. Each of the beam formation devices 104^ to

104^ of the searcher section 100 generates one beam in

accordance with the I/Q output and outputs the generated

beam to a corresponding one of the delay profile estimation

sections lOSj to IO54.

[0036] FIG. 3 shows the beam patterns of four beams
individually output from the beam formation devices 104^ to

104^ of the searcher section 100. Referring to FIG. 4, beams

a to d are output from the beam formation devices 104^ to

104^.

[0037] On the basis of the beams a to d output from the

beam formation devices 104^ to IO44 of the searcher section

100, the delay profile estimation sections lOSj to IO54

generate delay profiles and output the profiles to the path

detection circuit 106. The path detection circuit 106 detects

an effective path from the delay profiles of the respective

beams and sends to the finger section 110 the reception

timing notification signal A and beam number notification

signal B, which represent the timing and beam number,

[0038] As described above, the finger section 110 has the

plurality of demodulators lllj to III4, and one demodulator

is assigned to one path (reception timing). One demodulator

receives all the digital baseband signals from the antenna

elements 101, to 101^ and demodulates the digital baseband

signals at the timing indicated by the reception liming

notification signal A. The outputs from the demodulators

111
I

to III4 are output to the beam formation devices II23 to

1124, multiplied by beam weights by the beam formation

devices 112^ to 11 2^, and added and synthesized.

[0039] The beam formation devices 112j to II24 of the

finger section 110 have the same arrangement as that of the

beam formation devices 104j to IO44 of the searcher section

100 shown in FIG. 2. As a beam weight to be multiplied, a

value calculated using equation (1) in accordance with the

beam number of the path notified by the path detection

circuit 106 is obtained from the beam weight control section

114. The signals obtained by addition and synthesis by the

beam formation devices 112 ^ to II24 are sent to the maxi-

mum ratio synthesizer 113. The maximum ratio synthesizer

113 weights the output signals from the beam fonmation

devices 112 ^ to II24 on the basis of a preset degree of

confidence. The weighted output signals are synthesized and

output to the decoding circuit 120.

[0040] As described above, in this embodiment, the con-

ventional sector is divided into the plurality of beams a, b,

c, and d as shown in FIG. 5, and the respective beams are

weighted such that the peak position of a certain beam has

the null points of the remaining beams, as shown in FIG. 3.

That is, referring to FIG. 3, null points 0 of the beams b, c,

and d are located at a peak position al of the beam a, null

points r of the beams a, c, and d are located at a peak position

bl of the beam b, null points p of the beams a, b, and d are

located at a peak position cl of the beam c, and null points

q of the beams a, b, and c are located at a peak position dl

of the beam d.

[0041] Even in a single sector, when a signal of another

beam is received, interference from another user can be

eliminated. In addition, when a signal is transmitted in the

direction of a beam of the maximum reception level, inter-

ference in transmission from the base station to the mobile
station can also be reduced. When such a multi-beam

receiving apparatus is used in the mobile communication
system, the conventional problems in the multiple sectors

can be solved, and a system with a higher quality and larger

capacity than those of the conventional system can be

implemented.

[0042] In the multi-beam system, the beams need not be
adaptively controlled. Hence, the beam weight set by the

beam weight control section 114 is originally a constant.

However, in the system using an array antenna, generally,

the variation amounts containing phase variations and

amplitude variations in the respective radio receiving sec-

tions individually differ due to the element delay character-

istic and amplitude characteristic of the amplifier and filter

as the components of the radio receiving section or change

due to a variation in temperature or degradation over time.

For this reason, when the beam weight calculated from
equation (1) is merely used as a constant, the beam pattern

generated by the beam formation device may be different

from the expected beam pattern.

[0043] Hence, a demand has arisen for output of a desired

beam pattern even when the variation amount of the radio

receiving section connected to each antenna element varies.

[0044] FIG. 4 shows a multi-beam receiving apparatus

according to the second embodiment of the present inven-

tion. In the second embodiment, a calibration device 115 for

sending to radio receiving sections 102 j to 102^ a calibration

signal substantially in the same firequency band as that of a

spread signal used for spectrum spread communication is

added to the first embodiment shown in FIG. 1.

[0045] As shown in FIG. 4, the calibration device 115

transmits a calibration signal D to all the radio receiving

sections 102 j to 102„, extracts the outputs firom the radio

receiving sections 102, to 102^, and compares the outputs.

The calibration device 115 calculates a calibration coeffi-

cient C for each of antenna elements 101, to 101^ in

accordance with the comparison result and notifies a beam
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weight control section 114 of the calculated calibration

coefficient C at a predetermined period (calibration cycle).

[0046] The beam weight control section 114 multiplies a

complex weight calculated by equation (1) by the calibration

coefficient C received from the calibration device 115 to

update the beam weight. The calibration coefficient is a

correction value for correcting the variation in variation

amount of the radio receiving sections 102^ to 102„ corre-

sponding to the antenna elements lOlj to 101^, and a com-

plex value containing phase information and ampUtude

information.

[0047] As described above » in the second embodiment, the

beam weights are updated every calibration cycle using the

calibration coefficient C that is calculated by the calibration

device 115 for the radio receiving sections 102i to 102„.

Consequently, the variation between the radio receiving

sections 102^ to 102„is compensated simultaneously with

beam formation, so a desired beam can be accurately output.

[0048] As has been described above, according to the

present invention, one sector of a cell can be divided into a

plurality of beams and communicated. In addition, interfer-

ence from another user with the communication signal of

each beam can be reduced. As a result, when the multi-beam

receiving apparatus of the present invention is applied to the

base station of a mobile communication system, interference

from another mobile station can be eliminated without

dividing a cell into a larger number of sectors, and any

increase in the number of times of hand-over between the

sectors can be suppressed. Hence, a system having a higher

quality and larger capacity can be implemented without

decreasing the radio channel capacity or increasing the scale

and cost.

[0049] In addition, the beam weight is updated on the basis

of a calibration coefficient calculated at a predetermined

period. For this reason, even when the variation amount of

each radio receiving section varies, the variation can be

compensated, and a desired beam can be accurately formed.

What is claimed is:

1. A multi-beam receiving apparatus comprising:

a plurality of antenna elements;

a plurality of radio receiving means for receiving radio

signals through said antenna elements, respectively;

a plurality of correlation means for calculating code

correlation values of desired wave signals contained in

reception signals output from said radio receiving

means;

a plurality of first beam formation means for individually

forming beams on the basis of all outputs from said

correlation means;

a plurality of delay profile means for individually gener-

ating delay profiles on the basis of outputs from said

first beam formation means;

detection means for detecting, on the basis of outputs

from said delay profile means, a reception liming of a

multipath formed from the beams formed by said first

beam formation means;

a plurality of demodulation means for demodulating alt

the reception signals output from said radio receiving

means at the reception. timing detected by said detec-

tion means;

a plurality of second beam formation means for individu-

ally forming beams on the basis of all demodulation

outpuLs from said demodulation means;

synthesis means for synthesizing outputs from said sec-

ond beam formation means after weighting; and

beam weight control means for weighting, by a beam
weight, each output from said correlation means for

each of said first beam formation means and weighting,

by a beam weight, each output from said demodulation

means for each of said second beam formation means.

2. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein said beam
weight control means performs weighting by a beam weight

preset for each output from said correlation means and

demodulation means,

3. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein

said apparatus further comprises calibration means for

calculating, at a predetermined period, a calibration

coefficient used to correct a variation in variation

amount including a phase and amplitude of the recep-

tion output from said radio receiving means and noti-

fying said beam weight control means of the calibration

coefficient, and

said beam weight control means sets the beam weight to

be given to each output from said correlation means
and demodulation means on the basis of the notified

calibration coefficient,

4. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein

said first beam formation means multiplies the code
correlation value of each desired wave signal calculated

for each of said correlation means by a corresponding

beam weight set by said beam weight control means,

and adding and synthesizing products to form the

beam, and

said second beam formation means multiplies a demodu-
lation value of the reception signal for each radio

receiving means, which is output from said demodula-
tion means, by a corresponding beam weight set by said

beam weight control means, and adding and synthesiz-

ing products to form the beam.

5. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein each of said
radio receiving means comprises

a frequency conversion section for frequency-converting

a CDMA reception signal through a corresponding one
of said antenna elements into an intermediate fre-

quency,

a quadrature detector for detecting the intermediate fre-

quency signal output from said frequency conversion

section to a baseband signal of I/Q channels by quadra-

ture detection, and

an A/D converter for converting an I/Q output from said

quadrature detector into a digital signal.

6. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein each of said

first beam formation means comprises
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a pair of first multipliers each for multiplying the I/Q code

correlation value of each desired wave signal calculated

for each of said correlation means by a first beam

weight,

a pair of second multipliers each for multiplying the I/Q

code correlation value by a second beam weight,

a pair of adders for adding I/Q outputs from said second

multipliers to I/Q outputs from said first multipliers,

and

a pair of accumulators for adding and synthesizing I/Q

outputs from said adders for each of said antenna

elements.

7. An apparatus according to claim 5, wherein each of said

second beam formation means comprises

a pair of first multipliers each for multiplying the I/Q

demodulation value of the reception signal for each

radio receiving means, which is output from said

demodulation means, by a first beam weight,

a pair of second multipliers each for midtiplying the I/Q

demodulation value by a second beam weight,

a pair of adders for adding I/Q outputs from said second

multipliers to I/Q outputs from said first multipliers,

and

a pair of accumulators for adding and synthesizing I/Q

outputs from said adders for each of said antenna

elements.

8. An apparatus according to claim 1, wherein

said radio receiving means and correlation means are

provided in number equal to that of antenna elements,

and

said first and second beam formation means, delay profile

generation means, and demodulation means are pro-

vided in number equal to that of beams to be formed.

9. A multi-beam receiving apparatus comprising:

a plurality of antenna elements;

a plurality of radio receiving sections for converting

reception signals through said antenna elements into

digital baseband signals of I/Q channels;

a searcher section for multiplying each correlation output

from said radio receiving sections by predetermined

beam weights to form a plurality of beams on the basis

of results, and detecting a timing of a path for each

beam on the basis of a delay profile obtained from each

of the formed beams;

_ a finger section for demodulating each output from said

radio receiving sections at each timing detected by said

searcher section and synthesizing results obtained by
multiplying demodulated signals by predetermined

beam weights; and

a beam weight control section for setting the predeter-

mined beam weights for said searcher section and

finger section.

10. An apparatus according to claim 9, wherein

said searcher section comprises a plurality of first beam
formation devices for individually forming the beams
on the basis of results obtained by multiplying all

correlation outputs from said radio receiving sections

by the predetermined beam weights, and

said finger section comprises a plurality of second beam
formation devices for forming the beams on the basis of

results obtained by multiplying all demodulation out-

puts from said demodulation means by the predeter-

mined beam weights.

* )K * *


